*Times Beach* is made for iOS 8 and above and Android 4.4.4 and above. Headphones are required. The app contains about 250MB of sound files, so we recommend downloading it over WiFi before heading to the site.

Go to the Times Beach Nature Preserve and start the app outdoors in a location with a clear view to the sky. It may take a minute or two for the GPS to locate you. If you are on the boardwalk in front of the Times Beach Nature Preserve, and the GPS has registered your location, you will begin to hear sounds as you walk along the boardwalk and cross into the Preserve. We recommend disabling power saving mode for optimal performance. We also suggest disabling display timeout as glancing at the map occasionally allows you to compare topographies over time. For Android users, please set your GPS to high accuracy.

For additional support, please contact us at terirueb@gmail.com